Good Change for the World

What Good Neighbors Philippines has been doing
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About us

Good Neighbors International

Good Neighbors Philippines

Our Focus
About us

Good Neighbors is an international humanitarian development NGO founded in Korea. We focus on providing children education, community development, health, water and sanitation, and humanitarian relief in 35 countries around the world.

Mission

Good Neighbors exists to make the world a place without hunger, where people live together in harmony.

Good Neighbors respects the human rights of our neighbors suffering from poverty, disasters and oppression, and helps them to achieve self-reliance and enable them to rebuild their hope.
About us

In 2008, Good Neighbors International Philippines (GNIP) was established with the goal of improving the lives of Filipinos, especially of the children, through child sponsorship and community development programs.

Vision and Mission

Good Neighbors Philippines envisions a country where people care and share with love for the welfare of every Filipino child.

We strive in promoting the well-being of marginalized Filipino children through integrated and child-centered community development programs that create long term positive change.
CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

Good Neighbors prioritizes the rights of children to reach their full potential. We advocate the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UN CRC) and strive to develop and support communities where children can learn and grow.

NETWORKING

Good Neighbors develops and relies on local residents’ active participation and community resources for projects. By building strong partnerships with community leaders, local government, other organizations and volunteers, Good Neighbors can better implement projects and guide sustainable development.

ADVOCACY

Good Neighbors advocates for marginalized groups at local, national, and international levels to help those deprived of rights and opportunities to make their voices heard.
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Where We Work

Community Development Project (CDP) Areas in the Philippines
Community Development Project Areas
History
2008
Area research in Barangay San Isidro, Rodriguez, Rizal

2009
Established the first CDP: San Isidro CDP (Rodriguez, Rizal)
Registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as an international NGO

2009

2010
Granted with Official Registration and License to Operate by the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) Region IV-A
Established the first learning centers (San Isidro CDP)
Established the health center in Sitio Balagbag (San Isidro CDP)
‘11

Established new CDPs
Southville CDP (Rodriguez, Rizal),
Tingloy CDP (Batangas), and
Gigmoto CDP (Catanduanes)

‘12

Established new CDPs
Sagrada Familia CDP (Hagonoy, Bulacan),
Pugad-Tibaguin CDP (Hagonoy, Bulacan),
Prieto CDP (Sorsogon), and Diaz CDP (Sorsogon)

Inauguration of GNIP Mom Center
(a community center made up of a training center, a health center, and a learning center), in partnership with Hyundai Corporation and the National Housing Authority

Membership to the National Council of Social Development (NCSD) and the Philippine International Non-Governmental Organization Network (PINGON)
Established new CDPs: Kilagding CDP, Aguinaldo CDP, and Longanapan CDP (Laak, Compostela Valley)
Opening of the Good Store (San Isidro CDP) and the Good Bakery (Tingloy CDP)
Establishment of health centers in Sitio Lukutan Malaki (San Isidro CDP) and Barangay Pisa (Tingloy CDP)
Membership to the Child Rights Network (CRN) Philippines

Established new CDPs covering the whole municipality of Guiuan, Eastern Samar
Guiuan North and Guiuan South

Membership to the Disaster Risk Reduction Network-Philippines (DRRNet Phils.)
Membership to the Philippine NGO Coalition on the UNCRC Monitoring (Civil Society Coalition on the Convention of the Rights of the Child Inc. former NGO Coalition)

Granted with Certificate of Registration and License to Operate nationwide (Region III, IV-A, V, VIII, XI, and NCR) by the DSWD

Established new CDP: Guiuan Central CDP (Guiuan, Eastern Samar)
Formulated GNIP Vision, Mission, Core Values
Celebrated I LIKE 2015: A Campaign for Child Rights
Implementation of the Solar Energy Project
Implementation of DRRM Projects with WFP and KOICA
2016

- Opening of GNIP’s local resource mobilization arm: **Good Neighbors PHL Inc.**
- Implementation of the **Solar Energy Project**
- Implementation of **DRRM projects with WFP**
- Emergency response: **Typhoon Nona** (international name Melor) in Oriental Mindoro Province
- Emergency response: **Typhoon Lawin** (international name Haima) in Kalinga Province
- Emergency response: **Typhoon Nina** (international name Nock-ten) in Tingloy, Batangas and Gigmoto, Catanduanes
Our Programs

Overview

What We Do
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Our Programs

Overview
Every child has the right to education, development and protection. Good Neighbors Philippines recognizes this and promotes education through the provision of quality **early-childhood education** and various **educational programs**. GNIP also implements a comprehensive **child protection program** for children who are most vulnerable to violence, exploitation, and abuse.
Health Programs of Good Neighbors Philippines are geared towards providing quality health services to GNIP communities, especially to children and pregnant women. Interventions include the provisions of medical supplies, equipment and services, the construction of community health centers, and the implementation of health awareness campaigns.
The objective of the WASH program is to provide sustainable and equitable access to safe water and hygiene facilities in the community development projects areas. By identifying the need of each community, WASH programs are developed and implemented, including WASH campaigns, safe water development projects, and construction of hygiene and latrine facilities.
The Income Generation program, aims to build economic capacity and stability, contributing to an overall increase of the families’ economic condition. Ventures under the IG program are needs-based livelihood projects operating to make communities economically functional and sustainable. Aside from its economic objective, livelihood programs also develop the skills of its members while utilizing local materials and resources within their respective communities.
Disaster Risk Reduction & Humanitarian Relief

Aimed at preparing, constructing and rebuilding communities to be disaster resilient and prepared, GNIP programs for DRRM included programs targeted at addressing causes of vulnerability to hazards, mainstreaming DRRM (Disaster Risk Reduction and Mitigation) and CCAM (Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation) into development plans, institutionalizing mechanisms for DRRM and CCAM information, building DRRM capacities and skills, and capacitating communities and institutions for disaster preparedness and resilience.
Energy & Environment

Part of the new efforts of GNIP in 2015 was the establishment of the Energy and Environment Sector. GNIP recognizes that environmental factors, as well as the accessibility to energy, greatly contribute to a child’s well-being and development and a community’s quality of life. The environment sector projects are integrated into other GNIP programs ranging from income generation, health, and even to disaster risk reduction and management.

Support to and Provision of Renewable and Appropriate Energy Sources

Waste Management

Conservation and Rehabilitation
Child Sponsorship

Designed to provide a system for sponsors to support children in different GNIP Community Development Projects Areas, the Sponsorship Sector aims to fulfill the basic services of sponsored children.

While under the sponsorship program, children are not just given **materials and resources** through item distributions, but they are also given **access to more opportunities** for quality **education**, good **nutrition**, and proper **health care**.

- **Sponsorship Case Management**
- **Special Protection Program**
- **Direct Services**
- **Gift Money and Letter**
Good Neighbors implements Community Development Projects by supporting the stable and self-sufficient development of a community through projects focused on education, health, water, sanitation and hygiene, income generation, and energy and environment.

Also, Good Neighbors Philippines developed its own Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM) sector. Due to the geographical location of the Philippines, including GNIP-supported areas, communities are at risk of disasters. This sector ensures that communities are capacitated for disaster response and resilience.
Who We Are

Good Neighbors PHL Inc. (GN PHL), as a daughter organization of Good Neighbors International Philippines (GNIP), envisions a country where people care and share with love for the welfare of every Filipino child.

Good Neighbors PHL is created to serve as a resource agency that will conduct emergency relief programs, volunteering programs, capacity building programs, and fundraising activities.
Who We Are

Board Members

Yoon Seok Won, President

Apart from being the President of GN PHL, Mr. Yoon also served in various capacities for Good Neighbors International Philippines, the mother agency of GN PHL, as a Managing Director and, at present, the Country Director.

Lourdes Balanon, Vice-President

Ms. Balanon, or Ms. Loulou, is a former Undersecretary of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), the executive department of the Philippine Government responsible for the protection of the social welfare rights of Filipinos and to promote social development.

Attty. Ferdinand Sabillo, Secretary

Attty. Ferdie has served for several corporations as a corporate secretary, legal counsel, and a board of trustees member where he ensures that the company fulfills its corporate objectives under its articles of incorporation and by – laws.
Board Members

Who We Are

Timeline & Achievements

PIA MANALASTAS, Treasurer
Ms. Pia is the Graduate Programs Coordinator of the Management and Organization Department of De La Salle University. Previously, she was the Department’s Chairman. At present, she acts as the Treasurer of GN PHL Board of Trustees.

CRISTINA DIESTA, Auditor
Cristina Diesta, or Ate Tina, is a member of the Community Development Council of San Isidro CDP where she greatly contributed as a President. Her presence has been very vital to the fulfillment of Good Neighbors Philippines’ mission and vision in the ground.

DAEHYUN KIM, Member
As a Managing Director of Good Neighbors International Philippines, he has worked with the Administration Department and is bound to oversee tasks within the Operations Department.

BAIK SUNG BUM, Member
Pastor Baik is a resident pastor of Gil But Church that is present in the Philippines. He is one of the members of the GN PHL Board of Trustees alongside his colleagues from the church.
History

2015
- Establishment of Good Neighbors PHL Inc.
- Formation of Resource Mobilization Team
- New Office in Jocfer Building
- Had its first fundraising event
- Emergency Response for Tingloy Earthquake

'16
- Advocacy Campaigns
- Corporate Engagements
- Kiddie Correspondents Workshop
- Emergency Response for TY Melor, Haima, and Noc-ten

'17
Resource Mobilization

- Spare Change for Good Change
- Special Protection Program
- Fundraising Activities
- Earned Income
- Christmas Campaign
Networking and Advocacy

- External Partnerships
- Volunteer Program
- Internship Program
- Minimum Age of Criminal Responsibility
Disaster Risk Reduction & Management

Trainings on Disaster Risk Reduction and Management

Emergency Response
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Contact Us

(+632) 442-7936
info@goodneighbors.ph

www.goodneighbors.ph
facebook.com/GNI.Phils
@GoodNeighborsPH